Attorney General Jeff Sessions
U.S. Department of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20530-0001
April 26, 2017
Dear Mr. Sessions:
With respect and utmost concern for America's most precious resource - its children; I/We as citizens of
the United States of America - beholden to its laws and rules, do hereby beg prompt a thorough
investigation into all of the below-mentioned facts, and, for justice to be brought forth swiftly and as
warranted:
1. The National Center for Missing and Endangered Children( (NCMEC) for Fraud, including misuse
of grant funds;
a) Their website is missing photos of many children, making it impossible to locate them.
i. When photos of missing children without pictures are found by individual
investigators and brought to the attention of NCMEC, individuals are blocked from
speaking to NCMEC.
ii. NCMEC actually blocks citizens from twitter updates about missing children, for no
reason, other than showing a twitter interest in protecting children.
b) In an alarming number of instances, the dates children are allegedly reported missing do not
correlate with their online presence.
c) The amount of revenue reported by NCMEC (http://www.missingkids.com ) in 2015 was
$41,859,434. Employee salaries, other compensation and benefits was $31,573,344, leaving a
disproportionate amount of money available to fund actually finding children.
d) The company maintains a basic/simple website and server. It lists its 2015 accomplishments
as taking 14,854 calls for the missing children hotline; 13,128 new case reports, and distributed
20,230 photographs. These figures are gross in comparison to salaries and number of
volunteers; ie. more was done in one week for one missing girl in New York by a handful of
volunteers.
e) The number of children found is not mentioned as an NCMEC accomplishment in 2015. An
investigation will find it is disproportionately low to the number of reported.
f) The above-mentioned blocking of those interested in finding missing children also warrants
investigation.
2) Amber Alert /Alert Sense; Fraud and potential trafficking of children
a) This company’s mission is to alert the public of missing children in a timely
manner.

b) Laura Silsby currently married, also known as Laura Gaylor, is employed by
this company.
i) Laura Silsby (Gaylor) was caught and arrested for attempting to leave Haiti
with 33 children. She was found guilty in Haiti but released through the
Clintons, evidenced in Clinton’s email, and by Haitian witnesses.
c) Amber Alert/ Alert Sense also blocks twitter notifications [which could potentially find
and/or save a child’s life] to twitter users who are interested in helping to save children.
3. Dyncorp Inc. Trafficking humans, guns and organs
a) Employees of this company and the entire company itself had previously been accused and
some employees found guilty of trafficking humans, sex crimes and other illegal activities, yet
is continually provided government contracts without oversight or justice.
b) Whistle blowers and congresswomen have called for an investigation into its current alleged
trafficking activities and the public demands the same.
4. CPS - Fraud, kidnapping, child abuse, exploitation and trafficking
a) FINISH INVESTIGATING CPS AS SENATOR NANCY SCHAEFER STARTED
b) Open an investigation into Senator Nancy Schaefer and her husband's death. Please be aware
that each minute the investigation is delayed, at least 10 more children go missing and endure
torture.
Thank you for your prompt attention to these extremely important and urgent matters.
Respectfully,

cc: Andrew Weismann, Chief of Fraud Section

